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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation
The Granite Wash is a prominent 10,000-foot-thick hydrocarbon-bearing interval

in the southern Anadarko Basin (Texas Panhandle and Southern Oklahoma), and it
consists of tens of stacked unconventional reservoirs. Several challenges plague efficient
exploitation of these reservoirs including: lateral discontinuities, both depositional and
fault related, as well as arkosic sandstone and conglomeratic lithologies that elevate
gamma ray response and complicate petrophysical log models. In other words, when did
faulting occur and how did it impact facies distribution and sequence thickness?
Assuming faulting was active during deposition of the Marmaton Group, a highresolution stratigraphic framework constructed across documented fault blocks can
highlight fault timing and duration. To better delineate these prolific reservoirs, this study
will: (1) interrogate fault timing and duration; (2) calibrate well logs to core descriptions;
and (3) construct integrated reservoir-scale depositional element maps.
1.1.1

Research Questions

1. Were stratigraphic intervals in the Marmaton Group influenced by
syndepositional faulting?
2. If so, what is the stratigraphic expression across syndepositional fault segments?
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3. Can fault timing and duration be estimated from a high-resolution stratigraphic
hierarchy by correlating flooding surfaces across fault blocks?
4. What are the principal facies changes across fault blocks, and what are their
wireline responses?
1.2

Geologic Overview and Tectonic Setting
The southern Anadarko Basin during the Pennsylvanian was a shallow,

asymmetric, cratonic, foreland basin being infilled by clastic detritus coming into the
basin from the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift (Johnson, 1989) (Figure 1.1). Paleozoic strata are
as much as 40,000 feet thick adjacent to the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift (Johnson, 1989)
(Figure 1.1). Along this uplift, the Mountain View Fault System contains high angle
reverse faults and left-lateral strike slip faults (Evans, 1979). This fault system separates
the Anadarko Basin physiographic province from the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift, and also
created several kilometers of structural relief (Evans, 1979; Goldstein, 1981; Ye, Royden,
Burchfiel et al., 1996) (Figure 1.1).
1.3

Basin Tectonics
The southern portion of the Anadarko Basin in the Texas Panhandle and

southwestern Oklahoma is a structurally complex area, which experienced three periods
of basin evolution that are important to this study. Perry (1989) divided the tectonic
history of basin into four periods. The tectonic periods relevant to this study include: (1)
Late Precambrian to Middle Cambrian aulacogen development, (2) Cambrian through
Early Mississippian development of the southern Oklahoma trough, and (3) Late
Paleozoic tectonism associated with the development of the Anadarko Basin on the
2

northwestern flank of the southern Oklahoma trough (Perry, 1989) (Figure 1.2). These
tectonic periods correspond to three megasequences: (1) Rifting, (2) Passive Margin, and
(3) Foredeep (Johnson, 1989; Clement et al., 1991).
During Pennsylvanian time (e.g. in the foredeep megasequence), the Anadarko
Basin was a foreland basin separated by an uplift (the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift) (Perry,
1989). The Anadarko Basin is not a classic foreland basin, but contains extremely steep
reverse and strike-slip faults oriented as a series of step faults (Evans, 1979). However,
the Anadarko Basin was not always a foreland basin. The Anadarko Basin initially
formed as an aulacogen (Schatski, 1946).
1.3.1

Rifting: Late Precambrian to Middle Cambrian aulacogen development
The aulacogen was caused by failed rifting, which occurred during the Late

Precambrian along one of the rift arms (Figure 1.2). This failed rift arm extended from
southwestern Oklahoma into the Texas Panhandle, which is known as the southern
Oklahoma aulacogen (Perry, 1989). Wickham (1978) states aulacogens develop in three
phases: (1) rifting, (2) subsidence, and (3) deformation where uplifts and basins form
(Wickham 1978 in Price, 1998). These phases represent the cratonic equivalent of a
Wilson cycle (Price, 1998). Hoffman (1974) states that these three phases of aulacogen
development within a craton are genetically linked to the opening and closing of an ocean
basin (Hoffman, 1974; Price, 1998).
1.3.2

Passive Margin: Cambrian-Early Mississippian Development of the
Southern Oklahoma Trough
After rifting, the Southern Oklahoma aulacogen began to cool and subside during

the Late Cambrian through the Mississippian as a passive margin, which formed the
3

Southern Oklahoma trough that extended into the Texas Panhandle (Figure 1.2).
Subsidence of the Southern Oklahoma trough infilled the basin with marine deposition in
response to a widespread marine transgression (Perry, 1989). Around the MississippianPennsylvanian boundary, the Anadarko Basin evolved into an asymmetric foreland basin
marking the beginning of the foredeep megasequence, with the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift
trending parallel with the Anadarko Seaway (Evans, 1979) (Figure 1.2). The
Mississippian Period ended with regional uplift and erosion, which indicates the
beginning of the Ouachita Orogeny (Ball and others, 1991; Higley, 2014).
1.3.3

Foredeep: Late Paleozoic Tectonism
The foredeep megasequence was initiated with the Ouachita Orogeny (Morrowan

to Wolfcampian; approximately 318-280 Ma), and the basin was rapidly subsiding during
this time (Late Mississippian/Early Morrowan to Wolfcampian; approximately 318-280
Ma) (Ball et al. 1991; Al-Shaieb et al., 1994) (Figure 1.3). The combination of the
Ouachita Orogeny and rapid subsidence both contributed to foreland basin development
phase during the Pennsylvanian (Perry, 1989). Structural styles and deformation along
the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift during the Ouachita Orogeny include: reverse faulting, uplift
of Precambrian to Cambrian age basement, showing evidence of Pennsylvanian faulting,
folding, downwarping, and wrench faulting (Johnson, 1989; Perry, 1989; Ye, Royden,
Burchfiel et al., 1996). During the Ouachita Orogeny, faults from the Southern Oklahoma
aulacogen were reactivated as reverse movements on normal faults (Graham et al., 1975;
Kluth and Coney, 1981; Perry, 1989). The Mountain View Fault System along the
mountain front was formed by vertical block uplift, and includes high-angle reverse
faulting, and left-lateral strike-slip faulting (Evans, 1979; Goldstein, 1981) (Figure 1.2).
4

Deformation due to vertical block uplift, left-lateral movement, compressional thrust
faulting, and step faulting caused vertical dipping of formations along the mountain front
(Evans, 1979).
During the Ouachita Orogeny, orogenic activity due to vertical uplift is thought to
have peaked during the late Atokan (Evans, 1979) (Figure 1.3). The Ouachita orogeny
began to slow during Desmoinesian after peaking during the late Atokan (Evans, 1979;
Higley, 2014) (Figure 1.3). However, this orogeny caused thousands of feet of uplift of
the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift relative to the basin axis over approximately 19 million years
(Ball and others, 1991; Higley, 2014) (Figure 1.3). Erosion of the Amarillo-Wichita
Uplift caused Granite Wash deposition of sediments into the subsiding Anadarko Basin to
the north (Ball and others, 1991). Left-lateral movement is thought to have occurred after
vertical block uplift associated with the Ouachita Orogeny, which may be the mechanism
responsible for en echelon fault patterns along the mountain front (post Atokan) (Evans,
1979).
1.4

Granite Wash Stratigraphy
The “Granite Wash” is defined as, tens of thousands of feet of Pennsylvanian age

(Atokan-Virgilian Series; 311-299 Ma) clastic detritus eroded from the uplifted basement
of Precambrian to Cambrian age granites, rhyolites, and gabbros from the AmarilloWichita Uplift directly to the south (Ball and others, 1991) (Figure 1.2, 1.3). The
Marmaton Group is included in the term “Granite Wash” as Upper Desmoinesian age
sediments (Flawn 1956). In this study, the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift, which is about 30
miles south of the study area will be referred to as the ‘mountain front’ (after Dutton,
1984) (Figure 1.1).
5

The Marmaton Group was deposited over a period of approximately 1.5 Ma (308306.5 Ma) into the basin just north of the mountain front (Moore, 1979) (Figure 1.1,
Figure 1.4). Coarse-grained sediments, sourced from the mountain front, were transported
five to 35 miles north, and deposited into the basin as alluvial fans, fan-deltas, and
turbidites. These wedges of coarse-grained deposits are restricted to a 35-mile band along
the mountain front (Moore, 1979; Ye, Royden, Burchfiel et al., 1996). Figure 1.3. shows
the Anadarko shelf area, adjacent to the basin, which extended approximately 50 miles
north of the study area (Figure 1.1). In the shelf, the Marmaton Group consists of finergrained sandstones, shales, and carbonates deposited on the carbonate shelf. These finer
grained sandstones and shales interfinger with shelf carbonates, such as the Oswego
limestone (Ball and others, 1991) (Figure 1.4).
1.4.1

Marmaton Group Stratigraphy
The stratigraphic nomenclature for the Marmaton Group in this thesis follows

Mitchell, 2011; and Hentz, 2011 (Figure 1.4). The Marmaton Group is divided into seven
primary intervals (Mitchell, 2011). Mitchell’s nomenclature system for the Marmaton
Group is summarized in Figure 1.4. The Top of the Marmaton Group flooding surface
marks the beginning of the Desmoinesian series (MFS 40; Ambrose and Hentz, 2014)
and is marked by a regionally correlative, black-shale flooding surface, exhibiting a high
gamma ray reading, and ranging in thickness from less than 10 feet to roughly 28 feet
(Hentz, 1994; Ambrose and Hentz, 2014) (Figure 1.4). This regionally extensive flooding
surface is absent from Granite Wash stratigraphic nomenclature for the Marmaton Group,
but is used in this thesis because it is a relevant chronostratigraphic time-marker.
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In the shelf, the Marmaton Group consists of the Top of the Marmaton Group
(MFS 40; Ambrose and Hentz, 2014), undifferentiated Marmaton sands, SB 20, MFS 10,
and the Oswego limestone (Hentz, Ambrose 2011) (Figure 1.4). The Top of the
Marmaton Group, and top of the Desmoinesian series (MFS 40; Ambrose and Hentz,
2014), in shelfal settings is also marked by the same regionally correlative, black-shale
flooding surface, and is Upper Desmoinesian in age (306.5 Ma) marked by Neognathodus
and Mesolobus, a conodont and a brachiopod respectively (Hentz, 1992b, Hentz, 1994,
Ambrose and Hentz, 2014).
1.4.2

Depositional Settings
In this thesis, a fan-deltaic, coarse-grained, sand-rich submarine fan is the adopted

depositional model for the study area (Reading and Richards, 1994; Bouma, 2000)
(Figure 1.5). This depositional model was used as a depositional analogue for core
analysis.
1.4.3

Outcrop Analogues
Modern outcrop analogues of the Granite Wash include alluvial fans of the

Pennsylvanian to Permian age Sangre De Cristo Formation in the northern Sangre De
Cristo Range of the Rocky Mountains, and the Fountain Formation in the DenverJulesburg Basin (Mallory, 1958; Dutton, 1982; Lindsey, 1999). The Fountain Formation
is genetically similar in both geologic setting and composition as the Granite Wash.
Compositionally, the Fountain Formation in the Denver-Julesburg Basin is made up of
Pennsylvanian arkoses and conglomerates. These clastics were eroded from Precambrian
granite and gneiss and unconformably lie on Precambrian basement of the Front Range.
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1.5

Summary
The variability of numerous Granite Wash facies from cored intervals has

demonstrated that it is critical to tie well log signatures to core to better understand
wireline responses of Granite Wash facies. Calibrating core lithofacies to well logs was
performed to link depositional processes and facies associations to un-cored wells. The
stratigraphic hierarchy is used to isolate interval thicknesses across fault blocks and
estimate fault movement and duration.
This study provides analyses on sedimentation cycles, depositional patterns, and
the effect of tectonics on cycles in the Marmaton Group. This thesis constructs and
applies a high-resolution, chronostratigraphic framework mapped across the Lips Fault
System to estimate fault timing and duration, which has not been previously documented
or discussed. This research places emphasis on structural and stratigraphic scenarios that
address syndepositional faulting.
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Regional and sub-regional paleogeographic maps (A and B) placing the study area in the Texas portion of the
Southern Anadarko Basin. Modified after (Moore, 1979; Bureau of Economic Geology, 1997; and Blakey, 2013).

The Anadarko seaway was a cratonic basin during the Desmoinesian (Middle Pennsylvanian) that was breached by eustasy and
infilled by clastic detritus eroded from the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift. The hinterlands of the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift during the
Demoinesian were the source of clastic detritus comprising the Marmaton Group.

Figure 1.1

Figure 1.2

Cambrian-Permian structural evolution (A and B) and Upper Desmoinesian
paleogeography of the Southern Anadarko Basin (C) (Ham, 1969; Pippin,
1970; Dutton and Garnett, 1989; Johnson, 1989; and Price, 1998).

(A) Tectonic phases of basin development for the Anadarko Basin. (B) Present-day
structural setting of the Southern Anadarko Basin. (C) Upper Desmoinesian
paleogeography (coeval with deposition of the Marmaton Group), showing clastic
deposition into the foredeep present during Upper Desmoinesian time. Refer to
Figure 1.1 for inset map for the location of X-X’ and Y-Y’ cross sections.
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Pennsylvanian chronostratigraphic chart for the southern Anadarko Basin from the mountain front (adjacent to the
Amarillo-Wichita Uplift) to the shelf sensu (Clement et al., 1991; Haq and Schutter, 2008).

The red boxes indicated the study intervals, and the eustatic curve indicates that eustasy was low during the Demoinesian Series.
The main tectonic event during the Pennsylvanian system was the Ouachita Orogeny, which contributed to the foredeep portion of
the basin adjacent to the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift.

Figure 1.3

Figure 1.4

Stratigraphic nomenclature chart for the Marmaton Group modified after
(Hendrickson, Smith, and Williams, 1996; Hentz and Ambrose, 2911; and
Mitchell, 2014).

The stratigraphic framework in this study used the nomenclature for the Marmaton Group
in the Granite Wash and in the shelf from the authors above. Stratigraphic interval names
from Hentz and Ambrose (2011), and Mitchell (2014) were used to divide the Marmaton
Group into cycles. The stratigraphic framework in this study consists of eight cycles (blue
polygons), which are divided by regionally extensive flooding surfaces. The abbreviated
stratigraphic surfaces (e.g. MFS and SB) and maximum flooding surfaces, and sequence
boundaries.
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Figure 1.5

Depositional settings for the Granite Wash. Modified after (Bouma, 2000).
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CHAPTER II
DATA AND METHODS
2.1

Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to use a high-resolution stratigraphic framework

mapped across faults to delineate fault timing and duration. The test of this hypothesis
was mapping a thick sediment accumulation adjacent to a large fault system associated
with an uplifting mountain chain in a large number of densely spaced wells. To do this,
core analysis aided the understanding of well-log trends and sedimentation cyclicity. This
permitted identifying and correlating twenty-one regionally correlative stratigraphic
markers and defining a three-fold stratigraphic hierarchy in 206 digital well log suites
across multiple fault blocks. These detailed well log correlations are displayed in cross
sections and subsurface maps (e.g. structure, isopach, and gross sandstone), which
documented gross interval and sandstone thickness differences, across fault blocks.
Calibrating the well log trends to core analysis permits linking depositional environments
to the sand thickness distribution patterns observed in map view. This detailed integrated
analysis increases confidence on delineation of fault timing and duration.
2.2
2.2.1

Dataset and Study Area
Regional Dataset
The regional dataset covers 810 square miles of the Texas Granite Wash in

Wheeler, Hemphill, and Roberts Counties (Figure 2.1). The 604 wells in the regional
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dataset are comprised of a high-quality LAS log curve suite and logged through the
Granite Wash containing: gamma ray (GR), deep-induction resistivity (ILD), and bulk
density (RHOB) curves. Conventional slabbed core (86.80 ft. total from two cored
wells) and one core with porosity and permeability data (core “A”), were described at
0.1” inch resolution documenting grain size, bedding contacts, sorting, and
sedimentary structures (Figure 2.1).
2.2.2

Focus Area: North Washes Corridor
A subset of 206 wells from the 604 wells in the regional dataset, with high-quality

digital logs, represents the northern focus area termed the “North Washes Corridor,” and
is located along the northern flank of the Lips Fault System (Figure 2.2). The North
Washes Corridor covers 140 square miles in Roberts and Hemphill Counties (Figure 2.2).
The focus area containing this subset of 206 wells was chosen because flooding surfaces
in the shelf are better preserved and permit in subdividing the washes near the Lips Fault
System (Figure 2.2). This subset of 206 wells allowed for a detailed examination of
interval thickness changes of the fine-scale units in the Marmaton Group across the Lips
Fault System.
2.2.3

Published Faults from Literature
The Mountain and Lips Fault System are major structural features in the study

area and were respectively adapted from multiple references (Evans 1979; McConnell,
1989; and LoCricchio, 2012) (Figure 2.1; Figure 2.2). The Mountain View Fault System
contains high angle reverse faults and left-lateral strike slip faults (Evans, 1979). The
Lips Fault System was chosen to test the hypothesis instead of the Mountain View Fault
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System to avoid the more proximal setting and larger fault offsets (up to 1,000 feet
offset). Wells were easier to correlate across the Lips Fault System, which is
approximately 25 to 30 miles north of the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift. The more proximal
Mountain View Fault System, is roughly 5 to 10 miles away from the Amarillo-Wichita
Uplift, which made well correlations more challenging.
2.3
2.3.1

Sedimentological Analysis Methods
Core Descriptions
Thirteen process-sedimentology lithofacies were investigated and identified in 87

feet of conventional core from wells “A” and “B” in the regional dataset (Figure 2.1).
Thirteen lithofacies were grouped into five core facies groups (e.g. lithofacies groups one
through five) by grain size, sorting, sedimentary structures, and notable features
(Appendix A). Refer to Appendix A for an example of a detailed core description page.
Lithofacies were color coded to represent energy of deposition (e.g. red equals highest
energy whereas gray equals lowest energy). Grain size ranged from clay to 20 centimeter
sized cobbles (Appendix A).
2.4
2.4.1

Well Log Analysis and Correlation Methods
Log Tracks and Shading Values
The following logs were placed in the following tracks; gamma ray (GR) (Track

1), Deep Resistivity Induction Log (ILD) (Track 2), and bulk density, RHOB (Track 3)
(Figure 2.3). Each track had different color-coded shading values to represent lithologies
and fluid saturation. The gamma ray log measures naturally occurring radioactive
material in a formation (Asquith, 1982). The radioactive elements this log measures
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include: uranium, thorium, potassium, radium, and others (Asquith, 1982). Gamma ray
logs can be used to determine shales from non-shales, and is scaled from 0-200 API units
(e.g. American Petroleum Institute units) (Figure 2.3). Shales are generally more
radioactive than sands and/or carbonates and have higher gamma ray readings. The cutoff
for a shale was roughly 110-120 AP units (Figure 2.3). In the Granite Wash however,
distinguishing reservoirs (sandstones and conglomerates) from non-reservoirs (shales)
close to the mountain front can be challenging due elevated gamma ray readings within
reservoirs. Therefore, multiple logs must be integrated to confidently interpret a
formation’s lithology and make accurate well picks. Resistivity (deep resistivity) and
bulk density logs were also used to reinforce confident well picks during well log
analysis. The deep resistivity induction log is a resistivity log that measures a formations
resistance to flow of electrical current (e.g. measured in ohm/m) (Asquith, 1982).
Measured resistivity is a deep reading, which means that formation resistivity was
measured outside of the invaded zone (e.g. the invaded zone is the area adjacent to the
borehole that is invaded by drilling fluid). This gives a true reading of formation
resistivity. The deep resistivity curve (ILD) was scaled from 0.20-100 ohm/m on a
logarithmic scale (log10) (Figure 2.3). The ILD curve is useful during log analysis,
because shales are typically more conductive (less resistive) than non-shales. This aids
with making better correlations since a reduction in formation resistivity (decreasing
spike) typically corresponds to high gamma ray spike (Figure 2.3). Additionally, the bulk
density curve (RHOB) was used in conjunction with the aforementioned logs to
accurately distinguish shales from non-shales. The bulk density log is a porosity log that
measures the electron density (bulk density) of an interval, which was scaled from 1.9517

2.95 gm/cm3 (Asquith, 1982) (Figure 2.3). Shales contained a notable decreasing spike in
bulk density, which also corresponds to gamma ray spike, and decreasing resistivity spike
(Figure 2.3). Accurate well picks were made by integrating these three log curves
together.
2.4.2

Well Log Analysis Methods and Correlation Techniques
Granite Wash facies are characterized by process-sedimentology lithofacies

ranging from cobble-sized clasts to clay. Petrophysical wireline log responses were
calibrated to core descriptions to understand what the logging tools were measuring. In
various cases, radioactive minerals, such as potassium feldspar and other likely igneous
minerals often found in Granite Wash reservoirs near the mountain front often display
higher gamma ray readings. For instance, the lowest gamma ray API reading in core “A”
was 88 API units (Figure 2.3). This indicates that volume shale (VSh) calculations cannot
always utilize gamma ray API cutoff values for specific lithologies in Granite Wash
intervals, and requires using multiple logs to better characterize petrographically
challenging reservoirs. Performing well-to-well correlations in reservoirs proximal to the
mountain front can challenge the interpreter due to hotter gamma ray readings of
reservoirs. Correlations were initially made in the shelf before correlating
chronostratigraphic surfaces across the Lips Fault System. This technique was performed
because flooding surfaces in distal/shelf settings are more preserved and easier to
correlate.
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2.5

Stratigraphic Analysis Methods
Twenty regionally correlative stratigraphic markers were correlated in 206 well

logs with high quality LAS curves from the shelf, and across the Lips Fault System in the
focus area (Figure 2.2). Each of these well log correlations were loop tied to ensure
accuracy. These stratigraphic markers are divided into sedimentation cycles (up to 8
cycles), which are bounded by flooding surfaces. Detailed correlations of flooding
surfaces were performed to isolate coarser-grained intervals.
2.5.1

Stratigraphic Hierarchy
A hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles is proposed herein to group sedimentation

cycles of the Marmaton Group. The stratigraphic hierarchy of the Marmaton Group is
documented in cross sections, isopach maps (gross interval maps), and gross sandstone
maps (isolith maps) from 206 wells with high-quality LAS curves (Figure 2.2). Refer to
Appendix D for methodology used to calculate gross sand from volume shale
calculations. This stratigraphic hierarchy was constructed to estimate fault timing
associated with Marmaton cycles.
2.6
2.6.1

Structural Analysis Methods
Structure Maps and Cross Sections
Structure maps were contoured in the focus area (Figure 2.2). Displacement

across faults and features was observed from structure map data across features and fault
blocks of the Lips Fault System in the focus area. Displacement values were determined
from structure maps, and by how many feet the flooding surfaces were displaced on
upthrown and downthrown fault blocks. Fault displacement values along strike varied
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significantly in wells along the Lips Fault System. Structural and stratigraphic cross
sections were constructed to better illustrate and visualize interval thickness variations
across fault blocks.
2.7

Summary of Methods
This research project interrogated published fault systems to identify a low,

structurally complex area adjacent to a mountain front that had sufficient well
penetrations and well logs available to test the hypothesis. Sedimentary facies analysis of
two cores permit understanding the dominant processes that form the depositional
environments and calibrating well log data. Sedimentary energy trends permit tying
depositional environments to well log trends and identifying correlation markers.
Correlating hundreds of densely spaced wells with high-quality digital log suites across
published faults at a fine-scale provides best chance to identify faults and determine their
duration and timing. Gross thickness and sandstone mapping provides method for
analyzing the depositional response to active faulting.
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Regional data map (structure map) contains 604 wells with high quality digital log curves (GR, ILD, RHOB), and
cored wells with 87 feet of core (highlighted in red and green).

Faults adapted from (Evans 1979; McConnell, 1989; and LoCricchio, 2012). Core information and detailed core descriptions can
be found in Appendix A. The regional data map was gridded on the Top of the Marmaton Group (refer to Figure 1.4 for a
stratigraphic nomenclature chart for the Marmaton Group).

Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.2

Focus area data map.

Log tracks and shading values used during log analysis and making well picks.

This figure shows the log response for ‘Core A,’ which is within the Granite Wash “A” Formation. The interval contains elevated
gamma ray readings (greater than 80 API units) within the formation. Elevated gamma ray readings within reservoirs further
complicates well log analysis.

Figure 2.3
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
3.1

Introduction
This Chapter presents the results of the hypothesis test. The hypothesis was tested

by constructing a three-fold, stratigraphic framework across fault blocks to delineate
when faulting occurred and how faulting impacted facies distribution and sequence
thickness. The stratigraphic framework is based on calibrating well log signatures to core
(core descriptions and core photos). Mapped stratigraphic surfaces identified from well
logs tied to core photos. Calibration of well logs to core descriptions permitted in facies
identification and interpreting depositional environments (Fig 3.1).
Lithofacies with corresponding depositional environments have a unique well log
trend, which was extrapolated across the study area to and compared to log responses in
un-cored wells. These analyses aids in understanding facies changes and interpreting
depositional environments more confidently from well logs, because well log patterns
were tied to actual rock data. After the stratigraphic framework was created, each of the
stratigraphic surfaces within the framework were mapped in 206 wells in the focus area.
The stratigraphic framework is expressed in cross sections, structure, isopach, and gross
sand maps. These subsurface tools (cross sections and maps) were used to observe
structural relief, track interval thickness, and identify the stratigraphic expression across
fault blocks. Figure 3.1 shows the three phases of research analysis within this chapter.
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3.2

Facies Analysis
Thirteen process-sedimentology lithofacies were identified in 87 feet of

conventional core in the regional dataset (Figure 3.2; Table 3.1). Lithofacies were divided
by grain size, sorting, and notable sedimentary structures (Table 3.1). Facies analysis
defined the sequences of processes that can be linked to sedimentary process and permit
stablishing the depositional environment (Figure 3.1). Table 3.1 summarizes the aspects
of each facies and grouping strategy.
3.2.1

Facies Descriptions (Event Beds)
Lithofacies 1A (see Table 3.1) contains a bimodal texture, with very coarse-

grained sand and angular pebble clasts (white in color) that are very poorly sorted (Figure
3.3). Lithofacies 1B (see Table 3.1) is a poorly sorted, very coarse to coarse-grained
sandstone that commonly exhibits graded bedding and organic material (plant fragments)
(Figure 3.3). Lithofacies 1C (see Table 3.1) was noted for containing inversely graded,
traction conglomerates, which contain pebble lags that are very poorly sorted and are
surrounded by a coarse-grained sandstone matrix (Figure 3.3). Lithofacies 1C has both
rounded and sub-angular granitic clasts (Figure 3.3). Lithofacies 1D (see Table 3.1) is a
very coarse-grained sandstone to pebble conglomerate that is very poorly sorted and
contains notable mud clasts (rip-up clasts 0.4”-1.96”) and large, floating ‘megaclasts’
(cobbles greater than 8.0”) (Figure 3.3).
Lithofacies 2A (see Table 3.1) is a structure-less, coarse-grained sandstone with
moderate to poor sorting (Figure 3.3). This event bed was observed in between inversely
graded, traction conglomerates (e.g. lithofacies 1C) and is similar in characteristics to the
coarse-grained sandstone matrix in lithofacies 1C (Figure 3.3). Lithofacies 2B (see Table
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3.1) is a laminated, coarse-grained sandstone that contained fluid escape structures (dish
structures) that was characterized with moderate to poor sorting (Figure 3.3).
Lithofacies 3A (see Table 3.1) is a structure-less sandstone with a medium to finegrained bimodal texture (Figure 3.3). Lithofacies 3A contained notable, non-drilling
induced fractures. Lithofacies 3B (see Table 3.1) is a moderate to well sorted, medium to
fine-grained sandstone with organic material (Figure 3.3). Bed thickness ranged from
0.4”-3.94.” Lithofacies 3C (see Table 3.1) was noted for being an inter-laminated, very
fine-grained sandstone and well-sorted (Figure 3.3). Lithofacies 3C commonly contained
0.78”-1.96” bed caps that were identified below erosive diastems at the top of the bed
caps (Figure 3.X). Very fine-grained bed caps were commonly associated with graded
bedding and stratification. Graded bedding is characterized with waning energy of a flow
and capped by an erosive bedding contact (Figure 3.3). Lithofacies 3D (see Table 3.1) is
an inter-laminated very fine-grained sandstone to siltstone that contains lenticular, wavy
laminations (Figure 3.3).
Lithofacies 4A (see Table 3.1) is a well sorted, very fine-grained sandstone to
siltstone with notable, 0.4”-1.96” clay clasts (rip-up clasts) (Figure 3.3). Lithofacies 4B
(see Table 3.1) contains well sorted clay that is interbedded with poorly sorted sand
lenses (Figure 3.3). Bed thickness of sand lenses ranged from 0.4”-1.96.” Lithofacies 5A
(see Table 3.1) is a well sorted mudstone that can be laminated or non-laminated (Figure
3.3).
3.2.2

Facies Groupings
Five facies groups were defined based on how rocks were formed by genetic

sedimentary processes (e.g. process facies). Facies groupings are divided by grain sizes,
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sedimentary structures, bed thicknesses and process interpretations (see Table 3.1). These
groupings are: (1) coarse-grained debrites; (2) thick-bedded turbidites; (3) thin-bedded
turbidites; (4) fine-grained debrites; and (5) hemipelagites. Grouping facies together with
similar process interpretations were used, such that depositional environments could be
easily interpreted. Figure 3.1 shows the facies analysis workflow.
Numerous fining upward trends characterized with graded bedding and waning
energy were identified in core “B.” The base of these very-poorly sorted deposits
contained pebble conglomerates, and pebble lags. The fine-grained grouping contained
deposits containing one to five-centimeter clay clasts (rip-up clasts), sand lenses, and
were very poorly sorted (see Table 3.1; Figure 3.3). Thick-bedded turbidites were
prevalent in both cores (core “A” and core “B”). Thick-bedded turbidites were interlaminated, lenticularly laminated, and wavy laminated. These thick-bedded turbidites
contained two to five-centimeter fine-grained bed caps were prevalent throughout both
cored intervals (see Table. 3.1; Figure 3.3). Hemipelagites (mudstones) were identified in
core “B” and consist of clays, which were deposited via suspension settling of
hemipelagic sediments from the water column. (see Table 3.1; Figure 3.3). Hemipelagites
are indicative of deeper water, quiescent energy conditions, and periods of little to none
coarser-grained sediment/detrital influx.
3.3

Facies Sequences and Well Log to Core Calibration
Well log responses from two cored wells (e.g. Core A and Core B) were

calibrated to 87 feet of core descriptions in the regional dataset (Figure 3.4; Figure 3.5).
Cored wells in the regional dataset serve as an analog for non-cored wells with similar
well log responses in the focus area (Figure 3.2). Calibration of log to core was
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performed to tie core facies with petrophysical log responses and to define log trends.
Calibration of well log trends to core descriptions allowed for extrapolating lithofacies
and depositional processes tied to well log signatures across the 810-square mile regional
dataset and in the 140-square mile focus area.
The cored interval from core A (28 feet thickness; 11,320-11,348 feet measured
depth) contains fining-upward and coarsening-upward trends that are related to the
gamma ray curve (Figure 3.4). Figure 3.4 shows four fining-upward sequences
(decreasing gamma ray values that transition to increasing gamma ray spikes) and one
coarsening-upward sequence, which shows lower gamma ray values switching to an
abrupt gamma ray spike. The gamma ray spike corresponds to very coarse-grained
sandstones and inversely-graded traction conglomerates with large (up to 20 mm),
rounded clasts surrounded by a coarse-grained sandstone matrix (lithofacies 1C) (Figure
3.4). The uncalibrated gamma ray peak is commonly associated with fining-upward
sequence from the log, but the cored interval shows it is coarsening-upward.
The cored interval in well B (59 feet thickness; 12,763-12,822 feet measured
depth), contains fining upward sequences with generally hotter gamma ray API values
(100 API units) (Figure 3.5). These fine-grained packages consist of hemipelagic
mudstones (lithofacies 5A). The overall trend in grain size throughout the slabbed
interval is fining upward. Both the fining upward and coarsening upward trends in core
are tracked by the gamma ray curve, except for coarse-grained debrites encountered
around 12,764 feet (measured depth) (Figure 3.5). The grain size rapidly increases over 6
feet from medium to fine grained sandstones to pebbly conglomerates that contain large
floating clasts (12,764-12,770 feet measured depth) (Figure 3.3; Figure 3.5). On the
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gamma ray curve, the API values increase to approximately 100 API units, which could
be observed as a fining upward trend (Figure 3.5). Core analyses indicated a grain size
increase from fine-grained sand to pebble conglomerates with large clasts over six feet of
core. Mudstone was identified above coarse-grained debrites (12,763 feet measured
depth). Thus, mudstone, which caps coarse-grained debrites with large, granitic clasts
could influence increasing gamma ray API values (Figure 23.5). Structureless sandstones
and pebble conglomerates show that the gamma ray API values do not abruptly change
downhole from 12,780-12,801 feet measured depth. The overall well log pattern
associated with the cored interval appears to be blocky with constant gamma ray API
values (60 API units) (Figure 3.5).
3.3.1

Reservoir Identification
Core measured porosity and permeability data from core “A” in the regional

dataset were qualitatively calibrated to lithofacies identified in core (Figure 3.4).
Calibration of petrophysical data identified that lithofacies 1A contained the best
reservoir quality, while lithofacies 2B contained the poorest reservoir quality (Table 3.1;
Figure 3.4). Lithofacies 1A has 9.5% porosity, and 0.014 (mD) of permeability (Figure
3.4). Lithofacies 2B contained the poorest reservoir quality with 7.5% porosity, and 0.002
(mD) of permeability (Figure 3.4). Petrophysical data points (core measured porosity and
permeability) were sparse. Only four pairs of petrophysical data points were used to
qualitatively calibrate to lithofacies. Refer to Appendix A for detailed core descriptions.
Core coverage of 87 feet represents 10% of the stratigraphic thickness and limited
the calibration of well log patterns. The gamma ray logging tool does not resolve vertical
changes in grain size and bedding breaks in intervals less than six inches thick. Although
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a small portion of the Marmaton Group, these core descriptions provide an important
calibration of well log trends that permit defining depositional environments.
3.4

Cross Sections
Stratigraphic surfaces (20 surfaces) were correlated and loop-tied in 206 wells in

the focus area in attempt to define genetic rock packages (Figure 3.2). Nine regional,
chronostratigraphic surfaces were used to construct a high-resolution stratigraphic
framework across fault blocks used to estimate fault-timing and duration. This highresolution stratigraphic framework found two un-published faults with significant
structural relief (refer to Chapter IV).
3.4.1

Regionally Correlative (Maximum Flooding Surfaces)
Two maximum flooding surfaces were identified with high gamma ray readings

(200 API or greater) along with decreasing spikes in both deep resistivity and bulk
density. These surfaces bound intervals that clean upwards. The two maximum flooding
surfaces bound the entire Marmaton Group (Figure 3.6). The stratigraphic framework is
based on two, time-significant markers, which occur basin-wide. These time-significant
markers are maximum flooding surfaces, which are surfaces of deposition at the time the
shoreline is at its maximum landward position (e.g. time of maximum transgression)
(Posamentier and Allen, 1999).
Maximum flooding surfaces were the most consistent in well logs and were
mapped across the Lips Fault System. The two surfaces were confidently correlated in
206 wells within the focus area across 140 square miles (Figure 3.2, Figure 3.6). The
Upper Skinner Shale in the Cherokee Group served as the basal marker for the Marmaton
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Group and marks the end of the Cherokee Series; 308 Ma (Figure 3.6). The Top of the
Marmaton Group (MFS 40; Hentz and Ambrose, 2011) is the top marker for the
Marmaton Group, which is the end of the Marmaton Series; 306.5 Ma (Hentz and
Ambrose, 2011). Figure 3.6 shows three type wells used that contains the two, regionally
correlative maximum flooding surfaces.
3.4.2

Locally Correlative (Flooding) Surfaces
The well log signature for flooding surfaces were calibrated to core photos of a

Granite Wash flooding surface from the underlying Cherokee Group (e.g. Lower Skinner
Shale) (Figure 3.7). The large gamma ray spike (200 API units) along with a decreasing
resistivity and decrease in bulk density corresponds to black shale from core photos
(Figure 3.7). The black shale is interpreted to be deposited via marine flooding. The well
log signature for this flooding surface in the Cherokee Group is nearly identical to the
seven flooding surfaces that were correlated in the Marmaton Group.
Flooding surfaces are defined as surfaces that separate older from younger strata
across which evidence suggests an abrupt increase in water depth (Van Wagoner et al.,
1988). Flooding surfaces may be eroded locally, but do not occur basin-wide like
maximum flooding surfaces do. Seven flooding surfaces were identified and correlated in
206 wells within the focus area across 140 square miles (Figure 3.2; Figure 3.6).
3.5

Subsurface Maps

3.6

Structure Map Results
Figure 3.8 is a subsea depth structure map gridded on flooding surface four,

which is a regionally extensive flooding surface. Structure maps must be gridded as
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accurately as possible before constructing isopach and gross sand maps. This structure
map documents significant variations in structural relief across ‘fault one and two’
(Figure 3.8). Over a short distance of 1.10 miles, 360 feet of vertical displacement was
observed across fault one. This map also shows abrupt structural relief across fault two
with 321 feet of vertical displacement over 1.28 miles.
3.6.1

Isopach Map Results
Isopach maps show thickness trends at three different scales within the

stratigraphic hierarchy (e.g. third, fourth, and fifth-order cycles) across the Lips Fault
System. The Marmaton third-order cycle contains the entire Marmaton Group, which can
be greater than 2,000 feet in thickness. Thus, the third-order isopach map is characterized
with the lowest resolution within the stratigraphic hierarchy. To constrain and delineate
fault timing, three fourth-order and eight fifth-order cycles were mapped across the Lips
Fault System.
3.6.2

Third-order trends
Within the study area, the Marmaton third-order cycle contains depocenters with

sediment accumulation in two distinct regions (Figure 3.9). Depocenters are along strike,
which are accumulated near the Lips Fault System in Roberts County and the Mountain
View Fault System in Wheeler County (Figure 3.10). Across the Lips Fault System in the
focus area, a depocenter associated within the entire Marmaton Group lies between fault
one and the Lips Distal fault (Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10). The Marmaton Group thickens
222 feet across fault one and reaches a maximum thickness of 1,440 feet in thickness in
the focus area (Figure 3.10). This stratigraphic group is thinner on the upthrown side of
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fault one and is 1,218 feet in thickness (Figure 3.10). Within the regional study area, the
Marmaton Group has a maximum thickness of 2,200 feet in the southeastern portion of
Wheeler County (Figure 3.9). This depocenter is adjacent to the Mountain View Fault
System, which is proximal to the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift and contains a fan apron
appearance (Figure 3.9). The Marmaton Group also appears to thicken over 300 feet
across the Mountain View Fault System (Figure 3.9).
3.6.3

Fourth-order trends
The Marmaton third-order cycle contains a subset of three fourth-order sequences

(M1, M2 and M3) (Figure 3.11). Within the fourth-order sequences are subsets of
individual fifth-order sequences (numbered 1-8). For example, sequence M1 (fourthorder) is comprised of sequences one, two, and three fifth-order sequences. Sequence M2
(fourth-order) contains sequences four and five fifth-order sequences, while sequence M3
(fourth-order) is comprised of sequences five, six, seven, and eight fifth-order sequences.
Fourth-order sequences are described here.
Sequence M1 (fourth-order) has thick depocenters along strike that are proximal
and adjacent to the Lips Fault System (Figure 3.11). This fourth-order sequence reaches a
maximum thickness of 650 feet, which thins out to 340 feet in a northwestward direction
(Figure 3.11). Depocenters along strike have a fan-shaped appearance. Sequence M2
(fourth-order) contains thickens almost twice as much across fault one over 1.18 miles
(Figure 3.11). Sequence M2 thickens from 348 feet to 635 feet (Figure 3.11). Interval
thickness trends associated with sequence M3 (fourth-order) are starkly different than
cycles one and two (fourth-order cycles) (Figure 3.11). The sequence M3 (fourth-order)
isopach map shows the thickest deposits within this sequence trend parallel to the Lips
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Distal fault, and reach a maximum thickness of 530 feet (Figure 3.11). Sequence M3 is
notable because, it is thinner down-dip to 160 feet, and is also less than 250 feet in
thickness up-dip near fault one. Figure 3.11 shows the furthest up-dip extent of sequence
M3 (fourth-order).

3.6.4

Fifth-order trends
Fifth-order sequences record the highest resolution cycles within the stratigraphic

framework, and are the eight individual sequences within the three fourth-order
sequences. Mapped fifth-order sequences document interval thickness trends across the
Lips Fault System and highlight depocenters adjacent to the Lips Fault System. Notable
thickness trends were observed within the following fifth-order sequences across the Lips
Fault System: 1) sequence two; and 2) sequence four (Figure 3.12). These thickness
trends in each of the isopach maps show thicker deposits on the downthrown sides of
fault blocks along the Lips Fault System and thickness trends across fault one (Figure
3.12).
Sequence one (fifth-order) reaches a maximum thickness of 260 feet in between
fault one and two, and does not appear to thicken across fault blocks. Sequence two has
two separate depocenters that highlight the thickest deposits on fault blocks of the Lips
Distal fault (Figure 3.12). Sequence two reaches a maximum thickness up to 220 feet on
the upthrown side of the Lips Distal fault (Figure 3.12). On the upthrown and
downthrown sides of this fault, depocenters are fan-shaped.
There are three depocenters associated with the isopach map for sequence four.
On the upthrown side of fault one, sequence four is significantly thinner than the down
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thrown side of this feature (Figure 12). Cross sections across the Lips Fault System
document sequence four is thickest in wells three through five, and reaches a maximum
thickness of 477 feet in well 4 (Figure 3.14). Sequence four thickens 177 feet in well two
to approximately 435 feet in well three (258 feet) (Figure 3.14). Two hundred and fiftyeight feet of thickening occurs over a short distance of 1.14 miles (Figure 3.14). The
upthrown side of fault one is 177 feet in thickness and thickens almost two and a half
times as much to approximately 435 feet (Figure 3.12, Figure 3.14). Sequence four
thickens more than twice as much over short distance of 1.10 miles (Figure 3.14). The
other two thick depocenters within cycle four are on the downthrown side of the Lips
Distal fault (Figure 3.12, Figure 3.15). Both depocenters are located along strike (Figure
3.15). The thicker depocenter has a maximum thickness of 339 feet, while the upthrown
side of this fault is much thinner at 200 feet in thickness (Figure 3.15).
Sequence five contains fan-shaped depocenters near fault one and thick sediment
accumulations near the northwest near the Lips Distal fault (Figure 3.13). Sequence six is
slightly different, which thickest sediment accumulations trending parallel with the Lips
Fault System (Figure 3.13). The orientation sediment accumulation as shown in sequence
seven is the opposite of sequence five. This is documented by a strike oriented, fanshaped depocenter that reaches a maximum thickness of 280 feet (Figure 3.13). Sequence
seven thins out on both sides of this depocenter to roughly 40 feet, and is laterally
restrictive up-dip (Figure 3.13). Sequence eight progressively thickens to approximately
500 feet near the edge of the focus area (Figure 3.13). Sequence eight is thinnest near the
Lips Fault System, and is laterally restrictive up-dip (Figure 3.13). The Marmaton shelf
units (e.g. Top of the Marmaton Group, sequence boundary 20, maximum flooding
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surface 10, and the Oswego Limestone buildup) were lumped together in sequence eight
sensu (Hentz and Ambrose, 2011). See Figure 1.4. Extensive analyses of the Marmaton
shelf units have been conducted by (Hentz and Ambrose, 2011).
3.7

Summary of Results
Thirteen process-sedimentology lithofacies were defined from core analysis and

grouped into five classes based on grain size, structures and bed thickness. Calibration of
well log patterns to core permitted identifying well log trends associated with five grainsize classes observed from core analysis. A blocky sand body is the primary well log
trend associated with these depositional environments, which was extrapolated across the
810-square mile study area. Seven flooding surfaces and two maximum flooding surfaces
were correlated in 206 wells in the focus area forming the stratigraphic framework. The
stratigraphic framework is expressed as a three-fold scalar hierarchy of stratigraphic
cycles that was mapped across fault blocks. Mapping the hierarchy of cycles permitted
the identification of two un-published faults and thickness variations across fault one.
The entire Marmaton Group thickened over 200 feet across fault one, while finer scale
cycles thickened and thinned across fault blocks. Cycle two was thicker on upthrown
fault blocks, while cycle four thickened more than two times across fault one. Cycles two
and four are the finest scale cycles within the stratigraphic hierarchy.
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Table 3.1

Lithofacies description table.
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Figure 3.1

Phases of research analysis and facies analysis workflow.
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Cross section and type well reference map.

Inset map shows cored wells in the regional dataset (cores A and B). Facies analysis was performed on cored wells, and well logs
were calibrated to core descriptions. Well log signatures from core descriptions were extrapolated from the regional study area to
the focus area.

Figure 3.2

Figure 3.3

Type core derived facies photographs.

Refer to reference map in Figure 3.2 for locations of cored wells.
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Figure 3.4

(A) Core “A” log-to-core calibration, (B) inset map showing location of cored well, and (C) core measured
petrophysical data.
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Figure 3.5

Core “B” log-to-core calibration.
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Three type wells showing the breakout of the stratigraphic hierarchy of the Marmaton Group showing three orders of
cyclcity.

Sensu (Mitchum and Van Wagoner, 1991). Refer to Figure 3.2 for location map of type wells.

Figure 3.6
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Well log response of a Granite Wash flooding surface from the underlying Cherokee Group calibrated to core photos
from the well.

Refer to reference map in Figure 3.2 for location of the well with core photos.

Figure 3.7
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Structure map contoured on the fourth Marmaton shale.

The structure map and dip angle map identified significant vertical displacement/structural relief and steep dipping slopes. Depth
are measured in subsea (units are in feet) to show true structure. Faults from literature (highlighted in red) are adapted from (Evans,
1979; McConnell, 1989; and LoCricchio, 2012). Dip angle curvature calculations based on (Wood, 1996).

Figure 3.8

Regional isopach map for the Marmaton Group (third-order sequence).

.

The Marmaton Group is thickest near the Mountain View Fault System (2,220 feet) and is approximately 1,500 feet across the Lips
Fault System in the focus area. This map was constructed at the lowest resolution within the stratigraphic framework.

Figure 3.9
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Regional isopach map for the Marmaton Group (third-order sequence).

The Marmaton Group is approximately 1,500 feet across the Lips Fault System in the focus area. This map was constructed at the
lowest resolution within the stratigraphic framework.

Figure 3.10
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Marmaton fourth-order isopach maps constructed in the focus area across the Lips Fault System.

These isopach maps are medium resolution sequences within the stratigraphic framework. Fourth-order cycle two shows increased
thickening across fault one.

Figure 3.11
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The fifth-order isopach maps are the highest resolution isopach maps that were constructed across fault blocks.

Fifth-order isopach maps show thickness trends related to each mapped cycle across fault blocks and sites of sediment
accumulation.

Figure 3.12
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The fifth-order isopach maps are the highest resolution isopach maps that were constructed across fault blocks.

Fifth-order isopach maps show thickness trends related to each mapped cycle across fault blocks and sites of sediment
accumulation.

Figure 3.13
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Structural type sections of the Marmaton Group across the Lips Fault System.

Notice how cycle four thickens from 258 feet to 435 feet across fault one. Cross section location can be found in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.14

Figure 3.15
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Cycle four isopach and cross section across the Lips Fault System showing cycle four thickening across fault one and
the Lips Distal fault.

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
4.1

Introduction
This thesis sought to understand how sedimentation is influenced by tectonics and

to approximate when fault movement likely occurred. Therefore, a three-fold
stratigraphic hierarchy (3rd-5th-order cycles) was constructed across fault blocks to better
understand how stratigraphy varies across faults and to define at what scale fault
movement occurred. The hypothesis of this thesis is that faulting occurred episodically
during deposition of the Marmaton Group. To test the hypothesis, the dataset was chosen
in a stratigraphic group, which consists of closely spaced, allostratigraphic flooding
surfaces, and a nearby source to supply sediments. The objectives were to: 1) interpret the
stratigraphic expression across syndepositional faults; 2) frame fault-timing and duration
estimated from a high-resolution stratigraphic framework; and 3) interpret depositional
environments directly from well logs, which were calibrated to detailed core descriptions.
4.2

Depositional Environment Interpretations
Five lithofacies groupings contain the following corresponding sub-environments

within a submarine fan-delta depositional: (1) proximal fan lobe channel; (2) proximal
fan lobe interchannel; (3) medial fan lobe; and (4) distal fan lobe deposits (Figure 4.1).
Hemipelagites (group 5) are deposited in still water settings and can be unrelated to fandelta deposits (Figure 4.1). Figure 4.1 shows where each of these depositional
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environments can be found within a fan-delta facies model and type photos of each facies
association. Each of these sub-environments have distinctive well log signatures used to
calibrate logs. These well log patterns were then used to interpret wells without any cored
intervals across the 810-square mile dataset to interpret depositional environments
directly from well logs.
4.2.1

Fan Lobe Deposits
Proximal channel and interchannel deposits are found in the proximal portion of

the submarine fan lobe (Figure 4.1). These two sub-environments are axial and off axis
channel deposits. Axial channel deposits contain high density debris flows. These
deposits occur in distributary channels/canyons by confined flows and are associated with
the highest depositional energy. These deposits contain pebble conglomerates, pebble lag
deposits, and large cobbles (greater than 20 cm). Interchannel deposits contain high
density turbidites that record the transition from confined to unconfined flow in the
proximal fan lobe area (Figure 4.1).
Medial to distal fan lobe deposits record unconfined flow associated with lowdensity turbidity currents and low-density debris flows. These rocks rest underneath the
proximal fan lobes, and consist of medium grained sandstone to interbedded siltstone and
shale. This suggests increasing sediment supply with the proximal fan lobe prograding
above the distal fan lobe.
4.2.2

Fan-Delta in Well Logs
Well log trends from literature were used to identify log facies for core “A.”

Figure 4.2 shows the entire well log signature for sequence 3 (Granite Wash “A”
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interval), with 28 feet of described core. This pattern for sequence 3, correlations with
that of the proximal fan-delta system adapted after (Handford and Dutton, 1980).
Handford and Dutton (1980) show type well responses for proximal fan-delta systems in
the Granite Wash (Figure 4.2). Thus, sequence 3 likely has the same log facies as the
proximal fan-delta system, and this well is proximal to the mountain front in Wheeler
County. For example, an overall blocky well log shape over the cored interval of core
“B” contains one asymmetric cycle of deposition that contains, from bottom up: distal to
medial to proximal fan lobes deposits (Figure 4.3). The base and the top of the cored
interval corresponds to floods/basin plain deposits (hemipelagites) (Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3 is a log facies map that contains well log signatures of un-cored wells
in the focus area. The well log shape calibrated to core “B” was compared with well log
signatures of these un-cored wells (Figure 4.3). The log facies map shows seven wells
(e.g. wells with blue stars) that display a similar well log shape as the log shape from core
“B” (Figure 4.3) These well log shapes (e.g. blocky, cleaning upward sand packages)
appear to be laterally restricted to one area and are discontinuous along strike (Figure
4.3). These blocky, sand packages are not present in the other wells (e.g. wells
highlighted in red) and they appear to pinch-out along strike (Figure 4.3). This indicates
that fan delta deposits can be laterally discontinuous and restricted (Figure 4.3).
4.3

Importance of the Stratigraphic Hierarchy
The stratigraphic hierarchy of the Marmaton Group is three-fold and consist of

one third-order cycle, three fourth-order cycles, and up to eight fifth-order cycles (see
Figure 3.6). A cycle is defined herein, as a period of time during which sea level falls
from a highstand position, through a lowstand, and returns to a highstand. This use of the
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term cycle is based on time-significance and is not a rock term (Vail et al., 1997;
Mitchum, 1997). This stratigraphic framework was constructed to document base level
cyclicity and the timing and duration of fault movement during deposition of the
Marmaton Group.
4.3.1

Marmaton 3rd-order Sequence (Marmaton Group)
The Marmaton Group has a temporal duration of 1.5 Ma (308-306.5 Ma) and is

interpreted as a third-order cycle recording one cycle of glacio-eustasy (sensu Mitchum
and Van Wagoner, 1990; Vail et al., 1991) (see Figure 3.6). The Marmaton third-order
cycle bounded by two basin-wide maximum flooding surfaces (e.g. Upper Skinner shale
and Top of the Marmaton Group) is interpreted as one genetic sequence (Galloway,
1989). Mapping this third-order sequence demonstrated a smoothed out thickening across
fault blocks resembling a fan apron. Higher-resolution mapping (fourth and fifth order
sequences) was required to document specific sites of sediment accumulation and
individual fan systems and faulting at shorter durations.
4.3.2

High Frequency Sequences
Individual fourth-order cycles have frequencies of 0.1-0.2 Ma, and are interpreted

as high-frequency sequences (HFS) sensu (Mitchum and Van Wagoner, 1991) (see
Figure 3.6). Each of these intermediate-term cycles show signs of outbuilding and are
bounded by a flooding surface. HFS one (M1) and two (M2) show progressively
basinward step of the high energy facies, whereas sequence three (M3) does not reach as
far basinward (Fig. 4.4). This is interpreted to record that the overall rate of sediment
supply was greater than rising relative sea level during deposition of HFS one and two.
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HFS three is the inverse, where sediment supply was decreasing and/or rising relative sea
level outpaced sediment supply.
4.3.3

Parasequences
The highest resolution cycles within the stratigraphic framework are fifth-order

cycles, comparable to parasequences of Mitchum and Van Wagoner (1991). The
Marmaton Group contains up to eight parasequences (fifth-order cycles), which are each
bounded by a flooding surface (see Figure 3.6). The individual fifth-order cycles
(parasequences) can be interpreted as base level cycles, which aids in tracking the
position of relative sea level. The flooding surfaces (parasequence boundaries) represent
periods of rising base level with high accommodation. Although these sequences are
comparable, they do not show clear coarsening upward signatures like marginal marine
systems classically displaying parasequences. The coarse-grained nature of these fan
delta deposits and lack of wave-induced sedimentary structures, these systems likely
prograded basinward and the more proximal facies are not clearly distinguished in the
well log patterns. Therefore, this study uses flooding surfaces to bound these 5th-order
sequences and facies analysis from core to define the sedimentary system.
4.4

Fault Timing and Duration
Mapping at the scale of a third-order sequence (e.g. Marmaton third-order cycle)

did not isolate faulting. However, mapping high-resolution chronostratigraphic flooding
surfaces, fault movement and duration could be restricted to sequences that showed
thickening in the area of published and unpublished faults. Mapping flooding surfaces at
the highest resolution (fifth-order cycles) permitted documenting sequences with minimal
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and those with pronounced thickness changes, thus narrowing the timing and duration
fault movement to the latter.
It is here concluded that faulting occurred within the 5th-order cycle and at
episodic times and locations across the Marmaton Group in this focus area. Faulting
associated with the Lips Distal fault was active during cycle two. Faulting is interpreted
to have occurred during deposition of cycle four across fault one, which is an unpublished fault. Fault movement occurred during two separate fifth-order cycles (e.g.
cycle two, cycle fourth), which are superimposed on the Marmaton third-order cycle.
4.4.1

Identification of Un-Published Faults
A structure contour map, which was contoured on flooding surface four (top of

fifth-order sequence four) shows two un-published faults (e.g. Fault 1, Fault 2) with over
300 feet of vertical displacement over short distances of less than two miles (Figure 3.8).
A dip angle contour map, shows calculated dip angles from the flooding surface four
structure map to show: changes in slope angle (degrees); dip azimuth (dip direction); and
structural strike (Figure 3.8). Fault one contains 360 feet of vertical displacement, a 3.2degree slope angle and a dip azimuth of approximately 70 degrees to the northeast (dip
direction) (Figure 3.8). Fault two contains 321 feet of vertical displacement, 2.2-degree
slope angle, and a dip azimuth of approximately 70 degrees to the northeast (dip
direction) (Figure 3.8). The dip angle calculations (dip angle curvature) sensu Wood
(1996). Faults one and two are interpreted herein as either reverse or vertical faults due to
high structural relief (e.g. vertical displacement over 300 feet) across short distances (i.e.
1.10 miles, 1.41 miles) and slope angles of 2.2 degrees or greater (Figure 3.8). The
regional slope angle across the focus area is 1.32 degrees. Figure 3.8 shows the regional
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slope where the regional dip angle was calculated. Faults one and two have significantly
higher dip angles that deviate from the 1.32-degree dip angle (Figure 3.8). The dip angle
contour map shows areas with steeper slope angles (2.2 degrees or greater) that coincide
with the Lips Distal fault trace used from literature (Figure 3.8). However, this map also
indicates that fault one contains a higher slope angle than the slope angles along the Lips
Distal fault (e.g. fault one has a 3.2-degree slope angle) (Figure 3.8).
Fault traces in this study were drawn where structure contours showed the greatest
amount of structural relief. These deviate slightly from published Lips Fault System (e.g.,
LoCricchio, 2012; Fig. 3.1). The reference map for the cross section in Figure 3.1 shows
the surface location of the Lips Proximal fault trace from LoCricchio (2012) in cross
section, which falls between wells one and two; the cross section does not a significant
amount of vertical displacement across the Lips Proximal fault (Figure 3.14). Instead,
360 feet of vertical displacement occurs between wells two and three (Figure 3.8, Figure
3.14).
Faults one and two strike approximately 315 degrees in the same westnorthwestward direction as the master faults of the Lips Fault System (Figure 3.8).
Alternative explanations of these faults include that they could also be interpreted as
folds or steeply dipping paleo-topography with high gradient and/or high structural relief.
If these faults are reverse or thrust faults, perhaps they could be reactivated basement
faults. Reverse faulting is expected with compressional forces during the Ouachita
orogeny in the Pennsylvanian, but it is difficult to resolve without high resolution seismic
data if these are thrust faults with shallow angles, high angle reverse faults, or completely
vertical faults.
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4.4.2

Evidence of Syndepositional Faulting at the 3rd-order Scale
The Marmaton third-order sequence (e.g. entire Marmaton Group) thickens 222

feet across fault one over 1.10 miles (Figure 3.10). Thickening across fault one is
interpreted as syndepositional faulting sometime during this third-order cycle.
Interpretations of syndepositonal faulting within the Marmaton Group across the Lips
Fault System shows consistency of other workers interpretations on a regional scale.
Karis (2015) postulated syndepositional faulting and folding within the Marmaton Group
along the Mountain View Fault System in Wheeler County, Texas. Third-order sequence
mapping infers that faulting occurred during this long-term cycle, but only mapping
parasequences at the fifth-order scale frames fault movement and duration.
4.4.3

Evidence of Tectonic Movement at the 5th-Order Scale
Gross sand and total isopach trends are related, suggesting topographic relief

across fault blocks during sedimentation. However, not every mapped parasequence (5thorder cycle) will show increased thicknesses across faults. Figure 4.4 shows that cycle
three maintains a constant interval thickness and does not thicken across fault blocks. In
contrast, Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show that cycles two and four thicken across fault blocks.
4.4.4

Cycle Two Thinning Across Faults
Figure 4.5 shows that both the isopach and gross sand maps for cycle two (fifth-

order cycle) highlight thicker deposits on upthrown fault blocks, while downthrown fault
blocks are thinner. The isopach map shows a depocenter with 180 feet of maximum
thickness on the upthrown side of the Lips Distal fault, while the downthrown block is
thinner at 160 feet over 3.36 miles based on well control (Figure 4.5). The gross sand
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map shows there is less sand on downthrown fault blocks, while the upthrown faults have
increased sand thicknesses (Figure 4.5). For instance, the upthrown side of the Lips Distal
fault contains 80 feet of sand, while the downthrown side of this fault is 30 feet in
thickness (Figure 4.5). Increased sand thickness on upthrown fault blocks could be
interpreted as folding. Increased sand thickness on downthrown fault blocks was a
predicted outcome, however gross sand values on upthrown fault blocks show this is not
the case (Figure 4.5).
Nonetheless, the gross sand map for this cycle shows gross sand thickness around
30 feet near the distal edge of the focus area (Figure 4.5). During deposition of cycle two,
a forced regression likely occurred where high sediment supply was probably sourced
from the mountain front near the Lips Fault System outpacing accommodation. High
sediment supply coupled with gross sand thickness at the distal edge of the focus area is
interpreted as a drop in base level focusing deposition of sand further into the basin. This
would reinforce interpretations of progradational stacking. The gross sand map shows a
distinctly different distribution of sand further basinward (Figure 4.5). This could be
indicative of a different depositional environment further basinward. This is interpreted
as a possible bar system (Figure 4.5).
4.4.5

Cycle Four Thickening Across Faults
Increased thickening of cycle four is expressed as channels and fan apron shaped

depocenters on downthrown fault blocks, while upthrown fault blocks could have been
eroded and are thinner (Figure 4.6). These fan-apron shaped depocenters are interpreted
as prograding, subaqueous fan-deltas influenced by rapid tectonic uplift. Evidence of
increased thickening of cycle four on downthrown fault blocks is highlighted with
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isopach and gross sand maps. The isopach map for cycle four shows this cycle thickens
more than twice as much across fault one (e.g. thickens from 177 feet to 435 feet), and it
also thickens 110 feet across the Lips Distal fault (Figure 4.6). This isopach map also
shows thinner deposits on upthrown fault blocks of fault one and the Lips Distal fault
(Figure 4.6).
The gross sand map for cycle four shows increased sand thickness on the
downthrown fault block of fault one (Figure 4.6). Cycle four contains twice as much sand
on the down thrown fault side of fault one (380 feet), where the upthrown side is thinner
(165 feet) (Figure 4.6). Faulting likely generated accommodation space allowing
increased sand deposition on down thrown fault blocks. In response to fault movement
due to nearby tectonic uplift, sediments eroded and aggraded on the downthrown side of
fault one. Thinning on upthrown fault blocks could be explained with the suggestion that
rapid erosion would have occurred on upthrown fault blocks adjacent to increased
deposition on downthrown fault blocks. As a result of uplift and denudation, a large drop
in base level occurred during cycle four.
Figure 4.7 shows an interpreted paleographic reconstruction during deposition of
cycle four. This interpreted paleogeographic reconstruction includes a subaqueous fan
delta system with individual fan lobes and a large feeder channel. The large feeder
channel confining sediments is probably characterized with a high gradient, and high
sediment supply. A high gradient with steep slopes was probably formed during rapid
tectonic uplift. The proximal feeder channel, which is probably associated with steep
slopes are where gravity-driven debris flows can be found. If this slope contains a high
gradient, the overall steepness of the channel probably caused increased erosion in a
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confined channel before sediments aproned out into proximal fan lobes. During a
regression when base level falls due to uplift, increased sediment supply outpaces
accommodation focusing sand deposition down feeder channels into submarine fan lobes.
4.5

Summary
The purpose of this study was to delineate the duration and timing of fault

movement during deposition of the Marmaton Group. By testing the hypothesis, this
study found that fault movement occurred episodically sometime during deposition of
cycles two and four (fifth-order cycles). The duration of faulting was limited to the finestscale cyclicity within the stratigraphic hierarchy (fifth-order cycles). The first episode of
faulting occurred sometime during deposition of cycle two, which has a duration of
approximately 166 k.y. Thus, this episode of fault movement probably occurred
sometime in between 308 Ma and 307.5 Ma. Fault movement also occurred during
deposition of cycle four, which has a duration of 250 k.y. This faulting event likely
occurred sometime in between 307.5 Ma and 307 Ma. Fault movement at fifth-order
cyclicities is likely related to tectonic uplift during the lower portion of the Marmaton
third-order cycle, associated with falling base level and outbuilding of the Marmaton fanapron. However, the lack of faulting the upper portion of the Marmaton third-order cycle
can be attributed to base level rise associated with subsidence or loading.
4.5.1

Caveats, Biases, and Challenges

4.5.2

Well Control
The southern portion of the Anadarko Basin is a data-rich area with excellent well

control. Data limitations and well control constraints exist in the focus area. For instance,
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only 43 wells with LAS files and the digital log curve suite (GR, ILD, and RHOB) are in
the southwestern portion of the focus area along the Lips Fault System. Less dense well
control exists in this portion of the focus area. Well control can affect gridding of data for
subsurface maps (e.g. structure, isopach and gross sandstone). Denser well control near
fault blocks could potentially yield higher-resolution gridding in between data points.
Gross sand maps for cycles two and four were hand-gridded because of well control. Due
to time constraints, other gridding algorithms and other gridding techniques were not
utilized.
4.5.3

Additional Data
Additional core in the focus area could have been useful for both

sedimentological and stratigraphic analyses. More core data from could have been useful
to calibrate to more well logs. Available seismic data tied with well data could have
potentially been useful for mapping the stratigraphic hierarchy across the Lips Fault
System, and interpreting faults in seismic surveys. This high-resoultion stratigraphic
hierarchy in this study is probably at a much higher resolution than seismic data.
Biostratigraphic data could have been useful for age dating flooding surfaces bounding
stratigraphic cycles. Such data can be difficult to preserve in terrestrial settings with high
sediment supply, especially in foreland basins.
4.5.4

Future Work
The following are recommended for future work: 1) an in-depth structural

analysis of the Marmaton Group utilizing seismic data; 2) model this high-resolution
stratigraphic hierarchy across the Lips Fault System. Map and model the spatial
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distribution of petrophysical parameters for each stratigraphic cycle (e.g. total porosity,
effective porosity, and water saturation) across the Lips Fault System; and 3) examine
sedimentation and depositional patterns of the Missourian Series; the Cherokee Group,
and the Atoka Washes by utilizing a tired stratigraphic hierarchy (if possible) like the one
constructed in this thesis.
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Figure 4.1

Fan-deltaic, submarine fan facies model and approximate depositional
environments where facies associations can be found within the
depositional model after (Bouma, 2000).
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(A) Cycle 3 log signature showing similar wireline characteristics as proximal fan-delta log facies from literature
after

Refer to Figure 3.2 for location of Core “A.” (B) Proximal fan delta wireline log signatures for the Granite Wash after (Handford
and Dutton, 1980). (C) Proximal fan delta facies model after (Bouma, 2000).

Figure 4.2

Extrapolation of fan delta log facies from core “B” in Wheeler County to the focus area in Roberts County.

Fan delta log facies appear to pinch-out and can be laterally discontinuous along depositional strike.

Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.4

Isopach maps showing the comparison of cycle three versus cycle four.

Cycle three does not thicken across fault one, which denotes that not every mapped cycle
will show increased thicknesses across faults.
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Figure 4.5

Comparison of the isopach and gross sand map for cycle two.

Both maps show that cycle two is thicker on upthrown fault blocks and thinner on
downthrown fault blocks. Thicker deposits within cycle two are located on the upthrown
side of fault one and the Lips Distal fault, while the downthrown sides of both faults are
significantly thinner.
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Figure 4.6

Cycle Four isopach map and gross sand map.

Notice how cycle four thickens more than twice as much in both maps across fault one.
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Cycle four gross sand map and interpreted paleogeography during deposition of cycle four.

The orange polygon is interpreted to be a feeder channel in a submarine fan concentrating sands into interpreted submarine fan lobes.

Figure 4.7
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
5.1

General Conclusions
This thesis provides four important contributions: 1) documentation of un-

published faults; 2) applying a chronostratigraphic framework to delineate when and how
long faulting occurred; 3) extrapolation of depositional environments from well logs
calibrated to core descriptions across the study area; and 4) interpretations of different
depositional patterns in high-frequency sequences and parasequences (e.g. 4th and 5thorder cycles). This approach could be used in other cratonic foreland basins with similar
depositional settings, high sedimentation rates, and sediment supply related to uplift.
This thesis emphasizes the importance of calibrating well log trends to core.
Calibration of well log trends to core aided in documenting well log trends associated
with fan-deltaic deposits that were interpreted directly from well logs across the study
area. Additionally, structural analyses presented in this study show why it is important to
investigate fault traces from literature in subsurface datasets. It is imperative to analyze
the location of fault traces from literature, which should be used with caution when
planning lateral wells near the Lips Fault System. Fault traces of the Lips Fault System
may be a series of faults instead of ambiguously drawn fault traces that can be found in
literature. Furthermore, this thesis demonstrates the importance of applying
chronostratigraphy to estimate fault timing and duration. The detailed stratigraphic
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framework was mapped across faults to document stratigraphic thickness variations
related to episodic uplift. Thicker stratigraphic sequences across fault blocks are
associated with falling base level and outbuilding of the Marmaton fan.
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APPENDIX A
CORE DESCRIPTIONS AND CORE PHOTOGRAPHS
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Table A.1

Lithofacies description table.
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Figure A.1

Core locations, lithofacies descriptions, and sedimentary structures.

Figure A.2

Detailed core description for cored well “A” (page one of two).
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Figure A.3

Detailed core description for cored well “A” (page two of two).
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Figure A.4

Detailed core description for cored well “B’ (page one of four).
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Figure A.5

Detailed core description for cored well “B’ (page two of four).
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Figure A.6

Detailed core description for cored well “B’ (page three of four).
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Figure A.7

Detailed core description for cored well “B’ (page four of four).
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Figure A.8

Cored well “A” core box photographs (box one of three).
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Figure A.9

Cored well “A” core box photographs (box two of three).
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Figure A.10 Cored well “A” core box photographs (box three of three).
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Figure A.11 Cored well “B” core box photographs (box one of six).
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Figure A.12 Cored well “B” core box photographs (box two of six).
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Figure A.13 Cored well “B” core box photographs (box three of six).
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Figure A.14 Cored well “B” core box photographs (box four of six).
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Figure A.15 Cored well “B” core box photographs (box five of six).
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Figure A.16 Cored well “B” core box photographs (box six of six).
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APPENDIX B
REGIONAL SUBSURFACE MAPS
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Figure B.1

Regional structure maps, (A) Top of the Marmaton Group maximum flooding surface; and (B) Flooding Surface
Four.
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Figure B.2

Regional structure maps, (A) Flooding Surface Two; and (B) Flooding Surface Three.
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Figure B.3

Regional structure maps, (A)Flooding Surface One; and (B) Upper Skinner Shale maximum flooding surface.
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Figure B.4

Marmaton third-order regional isopach map.

APPENDIX C
FOCUS AREA SUBSURFACE MAPS
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Figure C.1

Base map of type wells.
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Figure C.2

Stratigraphic hierarchy of mapped surfaces.
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Figure C.3

Focus area structure maps, (A) Upper Skinner Shale; (B) Flooding Surface One; (C) Flooding Surface Two; and (D)
Flooding Surface Three.

Figure C.4
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Focus area structure maps, (A) Flooding Surface Four; (B) Flooding Surface Five; (C) Flooding Surface Six; and (D)
Flooding Surface Seven.

Figure C.5

Focus area structure maps, (A) Oswego Limestone Buildup; and (B) Top of
the Marmaton Group maximum flooding surface.
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Figure C.6

Three-dimensional structure map gridded on flooding surface four.
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Figure C.7

Focus area Marmaton third-order isopach map.
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Figure C.8

Focus area fourth-order isopach maps, (A) fourth-order 1, (B) fourth-order two, and (C) fourth-order three.
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Figure C.9

Focus area isopach maps (fifth-order cycles), (A) cycle one; (B) cycle two; (C) cycle three; and (D) cycle four.
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Figure C.10 Focus area isopach maps, (A) Cycle Five; (B) Cycle Six; (C) Cycle Seven; and (D) Cycle Eight (Marmaton Shelf
Units).
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Figure C.11 Oswego limestone buildup isolith map in focus area.
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Figure C.12 Focus area gross sand maps, (A) Cycle One; (B) Cycle Two; (C) Cycle Three; and (D) Cycle Four.
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Figure C.13 Structural type section inset map.

.
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Figure C.14 Structural type section in focus area.
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APPENDIX D
PETROPHYSICAL EQUAITONS

D.1

Petrophysical Equations
Two petrophysical equations were used to calculate gross sandstone thickness for

cycles two and four from 206 wells in the focus area. The first equation is density
porosity (DPHI), and the second equation is volume shale (VSh).
Density Porosity (DPHI) = (RHOMA-RHOB) / (RHOMA-RHOF)
Density porosity (DPHI) was calculated from the bulk density (RHOB) curve
before volume shale (VSh) could be calculated. The matrix density (RHOMA) for
sandstone was provided, and that matrix value is specifically for the Granite Wash. The
bulk density values (RHOB) were used from the bulk density curve (RHOB). The fluid
density constant (RHOF) used for calculations was 0.8 gm/cc.
Volume Shale (VSh) = (Proprietary Constant) *(NPHI-DPHI)
Volume shale (VSh) in decimal units was calculated from both density
porosity (DPHI) and neutron porosity (NPHI) logs. This method for calculating volume
shale (VSh) was utilized instead of the traditional method of calculating volume shale
(VSh) from the gamma ray curve (GR). This was performed because Granite Wash
reservoirs often have high feldspar content in addition to other radioactive minerals.
Using a gamma ray cutoff value for a sandstone to calculate volume shale (VSh) in the
Granite Wash is not an idealistic approach. Granite Wash reservoirs can typically have
hotter gamma ray values, which can easily be misinterpreted as a shale or mudstone. A
limitation of using this method is washout on both the bulk density (RHOB), and density
porosity (DPHI) curves. Washout occurs when density porosity gives an erroneously low
reading (Asquith, 1982). Log washout was considered when gross sandstone was
calculated from volume shale. Minimum and maximum cutoff values were assigned
119

before volume shale (VSh) was calculated. The minimum value is 0 decimal units,
whereas the maximum value is 0.3 decimal units. Thus, if any calculated value of 0.3
decimal units or less is sand, and a value greater than 0.3 decimals is not sand.
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Figure D.1

Example of volume shale and density porosity type curves used to calculate
gross sandstone thickness.

Volume shale (Vsh) and density porosity (DPHI) calculations were useful during log
analysis and correlation of flooding surfaces. Increasing volume shale corresponded to a
gamma ray spikes in hot shales, such as flooding surfaces. Sands are color filled in
yellow (track four) and correspond to Vsh values of 0.3 decimals or less. Higher porosity
sands are color filled in red (track five) with a shading cut off value of 0.10 and higher.
Higher porosity sands generally correspond to low Vsh values, high resistivity, and low
gamma ray values. Refer to Figure C.1 for the location of type well two.
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